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Disclaimer

• The information contained in this documentation is provided for informational purposes only. While 
efforts were many to verify the completeness and accuracy of the information contained in this 
document, it is provided “as is” without warranty of any kind, express or implied. 

• This information is based on IBM’s current product plans and strategy, which are subject to change 
without notice. IBM will not be responsible for any damages arising out of the use of, or otherwise 
related to, this documentation or any other documentation.

• Nothing contained in this documentation is intended to, nor shall have the effect of , creating any 
warranties or representations from IBM (or its suppliers or licensors), or altering the terms and 
conditions of the applicable license agreement governing the use of the IBM software.

• Performance is based on measurements and projections using standard IBM benchmarks in a 
controlled environment.  The actual throughput that any user will experience will vary depending upon 
considerations such as the amount of multiprogramming in the user's job stream, the I/O 
configuration, the storage configuration, and the workload processed.  Therefore, no assurance can  
be given that an individual user will achieve throughput improvements equivalent to the performance 
ratios stated here.

• All customer examples cited or described in this presentation are presented as illustrations of  the 
manner in which some customers have used IBM products and the results they may have achieved.  
Actual environmental costs and performance characteristics will vary depending on individual 
customer configurations and conditions.
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Outline of Discussion

•High-Level Overview

•Perspective Views

•Summary

To establish a foundation of understanding about concepts and terminology, and where 

z/OS Connect fits within an overall Mobile architecture

To provide an understanding of z/OS Connect from three different perspectives:

Perspective of users 

of z/OS Connect 

Perspective from inside 

z/OS Connect itself

Perspective from 

backend systems such 

as CICS and IMS

1

2

3

Wrap-up
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High-Level Overview
Setting Context Before Going into Details
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Setting Context

This is about getting REST and JSON into your mainframe environment 

in a way that enables you to best take advantage of the assets that 

exist there:

Mobile 

Ecosystem

CICS

IMS

Batch

DB2*
REST – Representational State Transfer … 

the use of HTTP URLs that map to a 

‘service’, such as ‘query account’ or ‘update 

data’

JSON – JavaScript Object Notation … a 

standard of representing data as a set of 

name/value pairs.  This is passed back and 

forth along with REST request/responses

Where z/OS 

Connect fits

Many questions arise –
most notably: “Why?” and 
“What is it?”  Then we 
can begin to answer “How 
does it work?”

• Liberty Profile Server

• Function IBM wrote to run in 

Liberty Profile

• No charge function provided 

with license entitlement to 

WAS z/OS, CICS or IMS

z/OS 
Connect

Other

*DB2 support announced
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Already Ways of Handling REST/JSON

We already have ways of exposing z/OS resources through REST APIs and 

using JSON … most notably:

Roll Your Own

REST is essentially HTTP, and JSON can be handled by WebSphere 

Application Server or Liberty … so you could write your own handler to 

take in REST/JSON and connect to backend resources

CICS

CICS and the Mobile Feature Pack provides a mechanism for a CICS region 

to consume REST/JSON and provide access to CICS programs

IBM Worklight

A comprehensive Mobile Enterprise Application Platform (MEAP) … but 

Worklight is not supported on z/OS (is supported on Linux for System z)

What z/OS Connect provides is a common and 
consistent REST/JSON interface to the mainframe
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Why z/OS Connect?

This represents another component to configure and maintain in your 

environment.  So what value does it bring?

• Provides a common and consistent entry 

point for mobile access to one or many 

backend systems

• Java, so runs on specialty engines

• Shields backend systems from requiring 

awareness of RESTful URIs and JSON 

data formatting

• Provides point for authorization of user 

to invoke backend service

• Provides point for capturing usage 

information using SMF

• Simplifies front-end functions by 

allowing them to pass RESTful and JSON 

rather than be aware of or involved in 

data transformation

You could enable Mobile access 

without z/OS Connect

z/OS Connect simplifies and 

makes the environment more 

consistent and manageable
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Different Delivery Approaches

This is planned to be delivered with WAS z/OS, CICS and IMS … objective is 

to provide different approach paths depending on what you have:

WAS z/OS

Delivered as function that runs inside Liberty Profile z/OS.  Initially will use WOLA (WebSphere 

Optimized Local Adapters) to access backend.

CICS

To be delivered as part of Liberty Profile that runs inside of CICS region.  Will use JCICS interface 

to access CICS functions

IMS

Initially this ends up looking just like the WAS z/OS approach: that is, Liberty Profile z/OS with 

z/OS Connect inside.  Difference is this: IMS z/OS Connect uses JCA* to talk to IMS Connect to 

get access into IMS.

DB2

Plan to deliver z/OS Connect support for REST/JSON access to stored procedures in H2015.  To 

ship as part of DB2 z/OS license.

These different delivery mechanisms tend to obscure the main 
story of what it is and how it works, so for now let’s stipulate IBM 

offers several ways to get this and now focus on some details

* A supplied IMS JCA resource adapter, as opposed to the local adapter support
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Context Within Overall Mobile Architecture

The message here is that z/OS Connect is a piece of the Mobile architecture, 

but in most cases will not be the only component:

Liberty Profile z/OS
CICS

z/OS 
Connect

IMS

Batch

Firewall Firewall

IBM 

Worklight

DMZ 

Device

z/OS Connect would be 

behind the secure 

firewall, and on LPARs 

along with backend 

systems

IBM Worklight to provide 

application management, 

security and operational 

governance for mobile 

applications 

Users of z/OS Connect 

would access through 

normal corporate 

firewall infrastructure

Linux for System z
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Front-End Perspective
Looking at z/OS Connect from a perspective of users of the function
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Users of the z/OS Connect Function

We need to be careful to not limit users to just mobile phones …

• Mobile phones
What people traditionally think of when “mobile 

computing” is discussed.

• Tablets
Related to mobile phones in terms of how they function

• Cloud-provisioned services
A growing consideration … these are programs that are 

part of a provisioned cloud service that seek 

information using standard protocols and data 

formatting.  IBM’s Bluemix is an example of this.

• Traditional workstations
Any network-connected system or device

The key is not the specific type of device or program … the key is 

what service protocol it uses and what data format it passes

If RESTful and JSON, it can use z/OS Connect
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RESTful Services

Stands for Representational State Transfer … this is a protocol built on HTTP, 

using HTTP verbs*, where the URI indicates the service requested:

https://mysite.com/CustomerApp/getCustomer?cn=1234

URI = Uniform resource identifier

* For example, GET, PUT, POST, DELETE

There’s no magic to this … if the URI is understood by the 

receiving server, then the implied action is taken.  What that 

action is depends on how the server is configured.

Knowing what URIs the server supports is important, which 

is why z/OS Connect has a discovery function that can be 

used to query for the configured services and details on 

those services.

RESTful services are growing in popularity because it’s 

easier to implement than other web service protocols such 

as SOAP, which involves XML and WSDL and parsing …
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JSON – JavaScript Object Notation

It is a way of passing data back and forth as a series of name/value pairs.

https://mysite.com/CustomerApp/update?cn=1234

URI = Uniform resource identifier

{

"firstName": "John",

"lastName": "Smith",

"age": 25,

"address": {

"streetAddress": “1234 Main Street",

"city": “Anytown",

"state": "NY",

"postalCode": "10021-1234"

},

}

The data being passed 

in is appended to the 

URI and passed in to 

the server

JSON can be passed 

back to the client as 

well.
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A Peek Inside z/OS Connect Configuration

We’re about to show you the discovery function, which returns a list of 

configured services.  Let’s first look inside z/OS Connect …

Liberty Profile z/OS

z/OS 
Connect

<feature>zosConnect-1.0</feature>

<zosConnectService serviceName="serv1" ... />

<zosConnectService serviceName="serv2" ... />

<zosConnectService serviceName="serv3" ... />

<zosConnectService serviceName="serv4" ... />

server.xml

• For z/OS Connect to understand what URIs to handle and how to handle them, you 
need to configure that information into server.xml
More information on server.xml configuration coming up

• The sample above is a simplified representation of the configuration for multiple 

services

• z/OS Connect understands its environment based on this configuration data … 

and it can provide information back using a discovery function
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z/OS Connect Discovery Function

A discovery function is provided to allow developers to query for a list of configured 

services, and drill down for details on a given configured service:

https://mysite.com/zosConnect/services

Query for configured services

https://mysite.com/zosConnect/services/serv1

Query for details on a given configured service

JSON object with list of exposed 

services and their service URLs

JSON object with more details 

on the specific service



Discovery Enhanced for API Management

New support in Liberty z/OS Connect in 1Q2015 (WAS 8.5.5.5) that provides 

improvements for discovery, service search and APIM-compatible service configuration 

data.

https://mysite.com/zosConnect/apim/services

Query for configured services – API Management extensions

https://mysite.com/zosConnect/apim/services/serv1

Query for details on a given configured service – API Management compatible 

response data

JSON object with list of exposed services 

and their service URLs in APIM format

JSON object with more details on the 

specific service in APIM format

20

NEW
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Inside Perspective
Looking at how z/OS Connect works inside the function itself
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Overview of server.xml Updates for z/OS Connect

z/OS Connect behavior is defined by updates to the server.xml of the Liberty 

Profile in which z/OS Connect operates:

z/OS Connect is defined as a feature in 

the Feature Manager section, along with 

WOLA used to get to the backend

https://myhost.com/zosConnect/services/HelloWorld

<featureManager>

<feature>zosConnect-1.0</feature>

<feature>zosLocalAdapters-1.0</feature>

</featureManager>

<zosConnectService id="serv1" 

serviceName="HelloWorld"

serviceRef="wolaHelloService"

</zosConnectService>

<authData id="cauth1" user="user1" password="{xor}LDo8Ki02KyY="/> 

<connectionFactory id="wolaCF" jndiName="eis/ola" containerAuthDataRef="cauth1" >       

<properties.ola/> 

</connectionFactory> 

<localAdaptersConnectService id="wolaHelloService"

wolaRegisterName="CICSREGA"

wolaServiceName="PROGRAM1"

connectionFactoryRef=“wolaCF"

</localAdaptersConnectService>

This defines the service provider 

– WOLA in this case – that 

provides the connectivity to the 

backend CICS region

This defines a service – HelloWorld – that 

will be exposed to Mobile users.  It maps 

to a service provider that defines how the 

backend CICS will be accessed.
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Multiple Configured Services

You provide definitions for each service you wish to expose using z/OS 

Connect.  For example, this shows Update, Create and Delete:

https://myhost.com/zosConnect/services/ContactCreate

https://myhost.com/zosConnect/services/ContactUpdate

https://myhost.com/zosConnect/services/ContactDelete

<zosConnectService id="zcs3" serviceName="ContactCreate" 

serviceDescription=“Create"

serviceRef="wolaKIXPHONE"

dataXformRef="xformJSON2Byte"> 

</zosConnectService>

<zosConnectService id="zcs4" serviceName="ContactUpdate" 

serviceDescription=“Update"

serviceRef="wolaKIXPHONE"

dataXformRef="xformJSON2Byte"> 

</zosConnectService>

<zosConnectService id="zcs5" serviceName="ContactDelete" 

serviceDescription="Delete"

serviceRef="wolaKIXPHONE"

dataXformRef="xformJSON2Byte"> 

</zosConnectService>

Pointer to section in XML that defines 

the “Service Provider,” which provides 

connectivity to the backend system

Pointer to section in XML that 

provides information on how to do 

data transformation
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Service Providers

A ‘service provider’ is what provides connectivity to a specific backend 

resource.  You may have one or more service providers configured:

Liberty Profile z/OS

z/OS 
Connect

CICS

Program

IMS

Program

To connect to a 

backend CICS region, 

for example, you need 

to specify which CICS 

region and what 

mechanism is to be 

used to connect

A ‘service provider’ 

definition provides that 

information to z/OS 

Connect

Configured services are 

tied to service provider 

definitions to complete 

the circuit

Multiple service 

providers are 

supported, as 

illustrated here

Contains code that 

understand how to 

work with the 

backend resource

Optimized Adapters JCA

Contains code that 

understand how 

to work with the 

backend resource

IMS Connect JCA

Contains code that 

understand how to 

work with the 

backend resource

Configured 

Service

Configured 

Service
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Data Conversion

z/OS Connect accepts JSON data, but then needs to convert that to the data 

format required by the backend program.  Data conversion provides that:

Liberty Profile z/OS

z/OS 
Connect

JSON Data Structure

<zosConnectDataXform id="xformJSON2Byte" 

bindFileLoc="/u/user1/bindfiles" 

bindFileSuffix=".bnd" 

requestSchemaLoc="/u/user1/schema" 

responseSchemaLoc="/u/user1/schema"

requestSchemaSuffix=".json"

responseSchemaSuffix=".json">

</zosConnectDataXform>

ID of transform section that was 

referenced in the service definition

XML that tells z/OS Connect where 

the bind file is located and the file 

suffix that is used

XML that tells z/OS Connect where 

the JSON schema information is 

located
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Bind Files

Bind files are generated with a supplied utility.  Bind files provide z/OS Connect 

with knowledge of how JSON maps to the target data structure

Request COPYBOOK

Response COPYBOOK

Bind File 

Generation 

Program

//JOB ...

//INPUT.SYSUT1 DD *

PDSLIB=ZCONNECT.CNTL 

REQMEM=REQDATA

RESPMEM=RESPDATA

STRUCTURE=(requestData,responseData)

JSON-SCHEMA-REQUEST=/u/user1/schema/GETCUSTC_request.json

JSON-SCHEMA-RESPONSE=/u/user1/schema/GETCUSTC_response.json

PGMINT=COMMAREA

PGMNAME=GETCUSTC

WSBIND=/u/user1/bindfiles/GETCUSTC.bnd

/*

•Bind File

• JSON Schema

The bind file provides the JSON-to-

COPYBOOK mapping; the JSON schema files 
are used for the getRequestSchema and 

getResponseSchema methods
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Overview of Interceptors

The interceptor framework provides a way to call code to do pre-invoke work 

and then again to do post-invoke work:

Backend

Program

Request

Response

Interceptor A

Interceptor B

Interceptor A

Interceptor B

In server.xml you can:

• Define ‘global interceptors,’ which 

apply to all configured services

• Define interceptors specific to a 

given configured service

• Have services ‘opt out’ of global 

interceptors

z/OS Connect will come with a security interceptor (for 

authorization) and an audit interceptor (for SMF recording)

It is also possible to write your own interceptor and have it 

called as part of request/response processing
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Audit (SMF) Interceptor

The audit interceptor writes SMF 120.11 records with the following 

information captured:

Liberty Profile z/OS

z/OS 
Connect

• System Name

• Sysplex Name

• Jobname

• Job Prefix

• Address Space Stoken

• Arrival Time

• Completion Time

• Target URI

• Input JSON Length

• Response JSON Length

• Method Name

• Service Name

• Userid

Server 

Identification 

Section

z/OS Connect 

User Data 

Section
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Backend Perspective
Looking at z/OS Connect from perspective of CICS, Batch and IMS
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Optimized Adapters Support in CICS

To support WOLA in CICS the following code must be installed.  JCL samples 

provided to do the installation:

Task Related User Exit

BBO$ BBO# Program

CICS Region

Liberty Profile z/OS

z/OS 
Connect

1

2 3

4

The WOLA TRUE provides the low-

level connectivity for cross-memory 

communications using Optimized 

Adapters.

1

The BBO$ long running task handles 

the calls coming from z/OS Connect.  

The BBO$/BBO# combination shields 

the target program from any 

awareness of Optimized Adapters.

2

The BBO# invocation task is used to 

perform the EXEC CICS LINK to the 

target service.
3

Finally, an EXEC CICS LINK is performed and the 

target service invoked with the data from z/OS 

Connect passed in.  The target CICS program has 

no knowledge of Optimized Adapters.

4

Adapter

JCA
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Optimized Adapters and Batch Programs

The Batch Program would use the APIs to “Host a Service” and wait for call 

from z/OS Connect:

Adapter 

APIs

Batch ProgramLiberty Profile z/OS

z/OS 
Connect

Business 

Logic

Module

Business 

Logic

Static or dynamic call to other modules

When the target of the z/OS Connect call is a Batch Program, 

that program will need to use WOLA APIs to “Host a Service”
BBOA1SRV, BBOA1RCA or BBOA1RCS

Business logic being called may reside in the hosting batch 

program, or that program may perform static or dynamic calls to 

another module where business logic resides

Adapter

JCA
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z/OS Connect and IMS

z/OS Connect interacts with IMS using function provided by IMS and 

announced in letter ENUS214-220:

Liberty Profile z/OS

z/OS 
Connect

IMS 

JCA

IMS 

Controller 

Region

IMS 

Dependent 

Region

Program

From a z/OS Connect perspective the concepts are the same as 

what we’ve shown so far.  The syntax for the service provider 

would be different (IMS Connect vs. Optimized Adapters).  And the 

pointer to the JCA resource adapter would specify the IMS JCA.

It is possible to use the Liberty Optimized Adapters with IMS, but 

only if the program uses the optimized adapter APIs to ‘host a 

service’ like described for Batch programs

IMS 

Connect

ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?infotype=AN&subtype=CA&htmlfid=897/ENUS214-220&appname=USN



CICS TS 5.2

Program

z/OS Connect and CICS Liberty

z/OS Connect is supported in the CICS embedded Liberty server. The service 

provider used here uses JCICS to interact with CICS resources.

Liberty Profile CICS 

z/OS

z/OS 
Connect

CICS 

Service 

Provider

Support shipped in CICS TS 5.2 with APAR PI25503 in 4Q2014

http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg1PI25503

33

JCICS

Local link

NEW
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Mobile on z – z/OS Connect on IBM Java 8 and zEC12

(Controlled measurement environment, results may vary)

5-16.4% throughput improvement from IBM Java 8 and IBM zEC12

Java on IBM z13



Bluemix

Mobile QA

CICS

IBM MobileFirst on 

zLinux

Secure 

Gateway

Good Health

WAS Liberty Node.js

APIM

Watson 

Q&A

Firewall

zSoR
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Summary
Wrap-up of Presentation
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Summary in One Picture

A summary of what we covered:

Liberty Profile for z/OS

z/OS 

Connect 

Servlet

CICS

IMS

BatchInterceptors

Service Providers

Data Transform

1

4

RESTful

JSON

3

5

6

7

8

z/OS Connect is software function that 

runs in Liberty Profile for z/OS.

z/OS Connect is described and 

configured in the Liberty 
server.xml file

z/OS Connect is designed to 

accept RESTful URIs with JSON 

data payloads

A ‘Service Provider’ is software 

that provides the connectivity 

to the backend system

server.xml

2

One part of z/OS Connect 

is a servlet that runs in 

Liberty Profile z/OS.

z/OS Connect provides the 

ability to transform JSON to 

the layout required by backend

‘Interceptors’ are callout points 

where software can be invoked 

to do things such as SAF 

authorization and SMF activity 

recording

Initially the backend systems 

supported will be CICS, IMS 

and Batch

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8



Topic Link

Guide to WebSphere on z/OS Collateral
– Updated master list of links to collateral http://www-03.ibm.com/support/techdocs/atsmastr.nsf/WebIndex/WP102205

Liberty z/OS Connect
–Overview, whitepapers, videos
– Executive Brochure

http://www-03.ibm.com/support/techdocs/atsmastr.nsf/WebIndex/WP102439

Why WAS for z/OS
– Executive Brochure
– History of release enhancements
– Technical Presentation, videos

http://www-03.ibm.com/support/techdocs/atsmastr.nsf/WebIndex/WP101532

WAS for z/OS Liberty Profile
– Executive Brochure
–Quick Start Guide and Samples

http://www-03.ibm.com/support/techdocs/atsmastr.nsf/WebIndex/WP102110

WebSphere Optimized Local Adapters (WOLA)
–Overview, whitepapers, videos
– History of WOLA updates

http://www-03.ibm.com/support/techdocs/atsmastr.nsf/WebIndex/WP101490

Training – z/OS Wildfire Workshops
–WAS for z/OS v8.5
–WebSphere Compute Grid (Batch)

http://www-03.ibm.com/support/techdocs/atsmastr.nsf/WebIndex/PRS1778

WebSphere on z Virtual User Group
– Join the User Group
– Download previous webcasts

http://www.websphereusergroup.org/zos

Collateral
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